
Due to the constant rush we live in today's society regardless where we have chosen to live, it is 

difficult for people to truly understand or interpret what people are always trying to say in the right 

manner from get go. It is sometimes, misunderstood, taken the wrong way and sometimes to the 

extent of taken to offense. 

 

People are different and this isn't a bad thing but a beautiful thing. We are born unique and authentic. 

We are born different for a reason. No one is a copy of anyone else. We are all at different levels in 

our lives, depending on how much we have allowed ourselves to grow and accept in our lives. It is 

called level of frequencies. In this self respect, we are all at different levels of frequencies. It doesn't 

mean one soul is better, smarter or more beautiful than another. It simply means, that soul has 

chosen decisions in their life that has allowed them to be in scenarios of more abundance of love, 

hope, and honor in their lives. Allowing them to see, feel and absorb the truth of all frequencies that 

we are able to experience in life. We have many senses but not many of us use them. We have many 

choices and yet , many people choose to be in their comfort zone never pushing their boundaries or 

limits to understand we are so much more than what we are told we can be. 

 

Many people do not understand the concept of what common sense is, it may be basic to one person 

but not to another. It isn't because one is smarter but because one made choices to be in the 

predicament to understand what common sense is while the other person made choices to 

understand a whole different concept of something else entirely. The more one learns, the more we 

acknowledge. This is awareness and not ignorance. This is clarity and not allowing others to 

determine your very own happiness. This is allowing yourself the opportunity for hope. Without 

hope , without faith, honor, dignity or unconditional love, your choices for such beauties of life will 

be quite limited for you to feel your true inner light. 

 

We all experience adversities in life from the moment we are born from societies trying to instill 

fears, ignorance and the lack of freedom to be authentic in a forever changing universe to be 

something we are not but that doesn't define who we are. It's the choices we make after them but 

again it's not fair on us to be judged on those choices as we are still trying to find a balance in our 

life. Mistakes and many of them will be made in anyone's lifetime when we are not living an 

authentic life due to many reasons at no fault of our own. This is why mistakes are stepping stones 

to know who we are , and to know if we are taking the right path and making the right decisions 

towards our future. It is not a reflection of people being bad. We may come to find our true 

authentic soul is searching to be recognized and a yearning to be found. However from the fears, 

insecurities and low vibrations, such as anger, hatred, racism, jealousy, greed, back stabbing and etc 

that people place on people through judgement. Even being authentic in our soul and living true has 

its ups and downs but it is so much more beautiful than to feel a deep loss in side our soul of not 

knowing who we are truly are. 

 

We are all human bodies capable of so much more through the love of God without a specific right 

or wrong religion claiming what we can or can not do what it is we love so passionately with a 

purpose as our true soul knows the truth and not everyone that speaks is speaking the truth. 

 



Everyone has their very own agenda. This is why it is you , yourself that has the key to your inner 

light and not the opinion of others that are not even listening to their own advice but only giving it 

for their own reasons but claim it is out of love but show no cause of action for love, it is not wise 

to listen to the outside clutter of others judgement but your inner true happiness and your hope for 

truth of authenticity. No one can make or force you to be something you are not or harm your 

happiness once you have found your true self. Truth from within can never be damped but only rise 

stronger each and every day with unconditional love, inner light, honor and integrity to make the 

right decisions that are detrimental to your true souls authenticity. 

 

Light up your true soul's fire with authenticity today with hope, patience and unconditional love. 


